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RNA editing in kinetoplastids appears to be a labile
genetic trait that is affected by prolonged cell culture.
The transcripts of the G1-G5 cryptogenes are pan-
edited in the recently isolated LEM125 strain of
Leishmania tarentolae, but not in the UC strain which
has been in culture for 55 years. At least 32 minicircle-
encoded guide RNAs (gRNAs) for the editing of G1 -G5
transcripts are present in LEM125 and absent in UC.
We hypothesize that specific minicircle sequence classes
encoding gRNAs for the editing of these transcripts
were lost during the long culture history of the UC
strain. The protein products, which include components
of complex I of the respiratory chain, are probably not
required during the culture stage of the Leishmani
life cycle.
Key words: cryptogenes/guide RNAs/Leishmania/mini-
circles/RNA editing

Introduction

The mitochondrial genome of the trypanosomatids is
composed of two forms of catenated circular DNAs,
maxicircles and minicircles (Simpson, 1987). The 30 kb
maxicircles of Leishmania tarentolae are present in -50
copies and encode rRNAs and several mitochondrial
structural genes. The minicircles are present in a signifi-
cantly higher copy number, 5000-10 000 molecules per
network, and in L.tarentolae -900 bp in size with a single
guide RNA (gRNA) (Sturm and Simpson, 1991) gene
located in the variable region. The sequences of the
transcripts of several maxicircle genes are modified by
RNA editing, with the edited sequence information resid-
ing in multiple overlapping gRNAs encoded in both
maxicircles and minicircles (Simpson et al., 1993; Stuart,
1993; Benne, 1994).
A comparison of the maxicircle sequences of L.tarentolae

and Trypanosoma brucei had previously identified six G-
rich intergenic sequences, which are conserved in both
species in location and polarity but not in sequence
(Simpson et al., 1987). It was speculated that these
sequences represent pan-edited cryptogenes. This sugges-
tion was verified in the case of G6, the transcripts of
which for both species were shown to be pan-edited
yielding mRNAs encoding a ribosomal protein S 12 homo-

logue (Maslov et al., 1992; Read et al., 1992). In Tbrucei,
pan-editing of GI (=CR1), G2 (=CR2), G4 (=CR4) and
G5 (=CR5) was also demonstrated (Souza et al., 1992,
1993; Correll et al., 1994; Read et al., 1994). The proteins
encoded by the mature edited CR1 and CR2 RNAs proved
to be homologues of NADH dehydrogenase subunits 8
(ND8) and 9 (ND9) (Souza et al., 1992, 1993), respect-
ively. The protein encoded by edited CR5 showed a weak
similarity to NADH dehydrogenase subunit 3 (ND3) (Read
et al., 1994). The lack of editing in ND8 and ND9, in an
old laboratory strain of Crithidiafasiculata, has also been
reported (Sloof et al., 1994). However, a recently isolated
strain of C.fasciculata has not been examined.

Multiple gRNAs have been identified in Tbrucei which
could mediate portions of these editing events (Corell
et al., 1993), and the known genomic complexity of >900
different minicircle-encoded gRNAs in this species could
clearly account for the remainder of the editing sequence
information. In the case of the UC strain of L.tarentolae,
however, the genomic gRNA complexity (Table I) is not
sufficient to mediate pan-editing of transcripts of G1-G5:
A total of eight maxicircle-encoded and 15 minicircle-
encoded gRNAs have been identified, all of which were
involved with the editing of genes other than GI -G5
(Maslov and Simpson, 1992).
The UC strain of L.tarentolae was isolated from a gecko

in Algeria in 1939 (Parrot and Foley, 1939) (originally
the Parrot TarIl strain) and maintained in axenic culture
as the promastigote form (which is the form in the insect

Table I. Guide RNA complexity in L.tarentolae UC and LEM 125
strains

Number of gRNAs
UC + LEM125 UC + LEM125

Cryptogenes maxicircle DNA minicircle DNA Total (expected)

COIl I 0 1
COIII 0 2 2
ND7 2 0 2
CvB 2 0 2
MURF2 2 0 2
MURF4 (A6) 0 6 6
RPS12 (G6) 1 7 8

UC + LEM125 LEM125

ND8(GI) la 9 10(14)
ND9 (G2) 1 8 9 (17)
G3 2b 1 3 (6)
G4 1 9 10 (15)
ND3 (G5) 1 5 6 (9)
Unassigned IC 0 1
Total 13 47 60 (83)

agND8-XIII, a putative gRNA.
bgG3-II, a putative gRNA.
CgM150, a putative gRNA found in a gRNA/mRNA misguided
chimera.
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vector) in various laboratories. A comparison of the
restriction enzyme digestion profile of the kinetoplast
DNA (kDNA) of the UC strain with profiles of digested
kDNAs from several more recent isolates of L.tarentolae
(Wallbanks et al., 1985), indicated that the minicircle
complexity of the UC strain was substantially lower than
that of the recently isolated strains (Gomez-Eichelmann
et al., 1988). Since minicircles encode gRNAs (Sturm and
Simpson, 1990), this analysis raised the possibility that
the larger minicircle complexity in the latter strains would
give rise to a larger gRNA repertoire, which would be
sufficient for editing of GI -G5.

Here, we examine the editing of GI -G5 and the
corresponding gRNA complexity in a recently isolated
strain of L.tarentolae, and present evidence that a loss of
minicircle sequence classes containing specific families
of gRNA genes can occur during prolonged culture. This
result has implications not only for the maintenance of
trypanosomatids in culture but also for the evolution of
RNA editing in general.

Results
The pre-edited cryptogenes G1- G5 are almost
identical in sequence in the UC and the LEM125
strains
Maxicircle sequences from LEM 125 were PCR-amplified
from kDNA as described in Materials and methods,
and the sequences of GC-G5 were compared with the
corresponding sequences from the UC strain (Simpson
et al., 1987). The homologous sequences were almost
completely identical between the two strains, the only
differences being an A substituted for a G at the 5' end
of GC (Figure IA), an A deletion and a G addition in G2
(Figure 2A), and a G and A addition in G4 (Figure 4A),
any or all of which could actually represent PCR artifacts
rather than true polymorphisms. The G3 and G5 sequences
were identical in both strains. This evidence suggests that
these represent closely related strains of L.tarentolae, in
spite of the fact that they were isolated in Algeria and
France 46 years apart (Parrot and Foley, 1939; Wallbanks
etal., 1985).

The transcripts of the GI- G5 cryptogenes in
LEM125 are pan-edited, and the edited mRNAs
encode the respiratory complex I components
ND8, ND9 and ND3 and two unidentified proteins
Based on the known 3'-5' progression of editing
(Abraham et al., 1988; Stuart et al., 1989; Decker and
Sollner-Webb, 1990; Maslov and Simpson, 1992), partially
edited RNAs from each G-rich region were obtained
by RT-PCR from total kinetoplast RNA (kRNA) from
LEM125. An oligo(dT) primer (S-399) to the poly(A) tail
was used to synthesize cDNA, and unedited oligonucleo-
tides complementary to genomic sequences in the 5'
domains of G -CG5 were employed as 5' PCR primers.
The consensus sequences derived from the partially edited
cDNAs were confirmed and extended by direct primer
extension sequencing of edited RNAs. In addition, a
consensus sequence for the 5' region of the editing domain
was obtained from each G-rich region by sequencing
cloned PCR-amplified 5' G-tailed cDNA molecules of
edited RNAs.

A similar procedure failed to obtain consensus edited
sequences for transcripts of G-G5 from the UC strain
except for a limited region at the 3' end of G5 (Figure 9).

LEM125 Gl
A consensus edited sequence (Figure 1A) was determined
from the sequences of five partially edited cDNAs and 15
clones containing the 5' end of the edited RNA (data not
shown). The mature edited GC RNA of LEM125 is 520
nucleotides in length, and is pan-edited by the addition of
215 uridines in 99 sites and the deletion of 41 uridines in
17 sites. An open reading frame (ORF) of 145 amino acid
residues which is encoded by the edited transcript is
homologous to the ND8 polypeptide encoded by the edited
GC (CR1) RNA in Tbrucei (Souza et al., 1992). The
alignment of the Tbrucei ND8 sequence with the LEM 125
GC sequence (Figure iB) showed a Z value of 36 SD
units above the mean of aligned randomized sequences
(Kanehisa, 1982), which is highly significant. In addition,
the characteristic motif CxxCxxCxxxCP identified in the
Tbrucei ND8 (Souza et al., 1992) protein is also observed
in the predicted GC polypeptide (Figure 1B). The AuG
methionine initiation codon in GC RNA is created by the
addition of one uridine in site 115, and the uAG termination
codon, is created by editing in site 6. The fully edited GC
RNA has an unedited 35 nucleotide 5' terminal sequence.
At the 3' end the GC transcript has an overlap of 14
nucleotides with the 3' end of the G2 transcript, which is
transcribed in the opposite direction.
The homology with the Tbrucei ND8 protein (Souza

et al., 1992) provides strong evidence for the authenticity
of this edited sequence.

LEM125 G2
A consensus edited sequence was determined from the
sequences of nine partially edited cDNAs and 13 clones
containing the 5' end of the edited RNA (data not shown).
The mature edited G2 RNA is 652 nucleotides in length
with 335 uridine additions in 125 sites and 40 uridine
deletions in 15 sites (Figure 2A). The edited RNA encodes
an ORF of 196 amino acids which is homologous to the
ND9 polypeptide encoded by the edited transcript of the
CR2 gene from Tbrucei (Figure 2B) (Souza et al., 1993).
The Z value of the alignment is a highly significant 17.5
SD units (Kanehisa, 1982). The first AuG methionine
codon is created by editing at site 139 and coincides with
the first methionine codon predicted for the edited CR2
transcript from Tbrucei. The termination codon (uAG) is
created by editing in site 7. A possible in-frame non-
canonical translation initiation codon, AUA-isoleucine, is
localized in the 5' unedited sequence of G2, which extends
30 nucleotides 5' of the last editing site.
As in the case of GC, the significant homology with the

Tbrucei ND9 protein sequence provides strong support
for this consensus edited sequence.

LEM125 G3
The genomic G3 sequence is the shortest cryptogene of
L.tarentolae and shows some unusual editing features.
A consensus edited sequence was determined from the
sequences of five partially edited RNAs (data not shown).
The transcript is edited by 35 uridine additions and
14 uridine deletions, yielding an RNA molecule 205
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Fig. 1. The pan-edited GI (ND8) cryptogene in the LEM] 25 strain. (A) The genomic and the mature edited mRNA sequences are shown, with the

editing sites numbered 3'-5'. Added uridines are shown with lower case letters and deleted unidines as *'. The editing domain is underlined. The

cognate gRNAs are shown above the mRNA sequence, with canonical base pairs indicated by parallel lines, G-U base pairs by colons and A-C

base pairs by dots. Guide nucleotides in the gRNA sequences are indicated as lower case letters a and g. The gRNA anchor regions are indicated by

stippling. The methionine (AuG) and the stop (uAG) codons are indicated in bold and double underlining. The predicted amino acid sequence is

shown below. (Mc) maxicircle-encoded gRNA, (mc) minicircle-encoded gRNA. The arrow indicates the site of an A to G substitution in the

genomic seuqence of LEMI25(3C16) as compared with UC. The arrowheads indicate the overlap with the 3' end of G2 (ND9). (B) Alignment of the

predicted amino acid sequences of the edited GI (ND8) mRNAs from L.tarentolae LEM 125 and Tbrucei (Souza et a., 1992). The stippled boxes

labeled I-Ill indicate the conserved domains present in Tbrucei (Souza et aL., 1992). The motif 'CxxCxxCxxxCP' is indicated by bold letters. (L. t.)

L.tarentolae LEM 125 sequence, (T. b.) Tbrucei sequence.

nucleotides in length (Figure 3). The additions occur in

the first 15 sites and the deletions in site 16 (one U

residue deleted), site 17 (five U residues deleted) and

site 18 (eight U residues deleted). In order to sequence

the 5' end of the edited G3 RNA, RT-PCR was performed

using a 3' edited primer covering sites 11-15 and a 5'

oligo(C) primer complementary to a 5'-tailed oligo(G)

sequence. All 10 clones yielded the sequence shown in

Figure 3.

This pattern of deletions occurring at the 5' end of an

editing domain is highly unusual. In addition, the genomic

sequence contained between the last two deletion sites 17

and 18 has the characteristics of a G-rich pre-edited

sequence, raising the possibility that the 5' end of the

edited G3 RNA is not functional in translation and could

represent aberrant editing. An ORF of 51 amino acids is

created by these editing events, with an AUA codon

(isoleucine) being a possible in-frame non-canonical trans-

lation initiation codon (Figure 3). No significant homology

to any sequence in the database was detected.

The 5' end of the G3 RNA overlaps 39 nucleotides

with the 3' end of the MURFI transcript, and the 3' end

of the G3 RNA overlaps with the 5' end of the ND1I
transcript by 36 nucleotides (Simpson et al., 1987).
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Fig. 2. The pan-edited Gl (ND9) cryptogene in the LEM 125 strain. (A) See Figure lA for symbols and nomenclature. The two possible initiation
codons (AUA and AuG) are indicated by double underlining. The arrowheads indicate the overlap with the 3' end of GI (ND8). (B) Alignment of
the predicted amino acid sequences of the edited G2 (ND9) mRNAs from L.tarentolae LEM 125 and Tbrucei (Souza et at., 1993). (L. t.) L.tarentolae
LEMl25 sequence, (T. b.) T.brucei sequence. The two possible initiation codons are indicated in the L.tarentolae sequence by underlined bold case.
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Fig. 3. The partially pan-edited G3 cryptogene in the LEM 125 strain. The genomic sequence and the apparently mature edited sequence are shown,
with the editing sites numbered sequentially. See Figure 1IA for symbols and nomenclature. The putative mis-edited sequence of the G3 transcript is
indicated by double underlining. The open box indicates an unedited possible domain connection sequence. The three identified gRNAs are shown
above the mRNA sequence. The arrowheads indicate the sequence overlap with NDI at the 3' end and MURFI at the 5' end.
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Fig. 4. The pan-edited G4 cryptogene in the LEM]125 strain. (A) See Figure IA for symbols and nomenclature. The N-terminal amino acid sequence

not present in Tbrucei is underlined, and the methionine initiation codon at site 107 which is also present in Tbrucei is indicated by M.

(B) Alignment of the predicted amino acid sequences of the edited G4 mRNAs from L.tarentolae LEM]125 and Tbrucei (Corell et al., 1994).

The N-terminal extended amino acid sequence of LEM 125 is indicated by bold type and underlining.

LEM125 G4

A consensus sequence was obtained from the sequences

of six partially edited cDNAs and 16 clones containing

the 5' end of the edited RNA (data not shown). The mature

edited LEM 125 G4 RNA sequence is 573 nucleotides in

length and is edited by the addition of 326 uridines in

110 sites and the deletion of five uridines in two sites

(Figure 4A). Two in-frame AUG methionine putative
translation initiation codons were observed. One is located

in unedited 5' sequence and the other is created by editing

in site 107. The latter aligns with the observed AUG

codon in Tbrucei (Corell et al., 1994). A predicted

stop codon (UAA) is present in the 3' unedited sequence.

The predicted ORE from mature edited G4 RNA, assuming

that the first AUG is the initiator, is 169 amino acids long

(Figure 4B) and shows a limited similarity with the ORE

derived from the fully edited CR4 RNA from bloodstream

Tbrucei (Corell et al., 1994); the alignment has a Z value

of 4.1 SD units, which is at the limit of statistical

significance (Kanehisa, 1982). No significant homology

with any other database sequence was observed.

The fully edited LEM 125 G4 RNA has a 38 nucleotide

5' unedited sequence. Neither the 5' end nor the 3' end

of G4 RNA overlap with the transcription units of the

adjacent ND4 and COI genes (Simpson et al., 1987).

LEM125 G5

A consensus edited sequence was determined from the

sequences of 11I partially edited cDNAs and 17 clones

containing the 5' end of the edited RNA (data not shown).

The LEM 125 mature edited G5 sequence is 41 1 nucleotides

long with 67 Us added in 71 sites and five Us deleted in

three sites (Figure 5A). An ORE of 115 amino acids is

created, but the first AuG methionine codon is located at

editing site 58, which is 26 amino acid residues down-

stream from the first in-frame amino acid (Figure SB).
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Fig. 5. The partially pan-edited 65 (ND3) cryptogene in the LEM 125 strain. (A) See Figure IA for symbols and nomenclature. The putative unedited
5' sequence of G5 is indicated by double underlining and bold type. The initial methionine of the predicted amino acid sequence is indicated by bold
type and underlining. The 5' end of the pan-edited G6 (RPS 12) cryptogene (Maslov et al., 1992) is indicated by an arrow. The arrowheads indicate
the sequence overlap with 66 (RPS 12) at the 5' end. (B) The alignment of the predicted amino acid sequences of the edited 65 (ND3) mRNAs of
L.tarentolae LEM 125 and Tbrucei (Read et al., 1994) is shown. The sequence in LEM 125 which corresponds to the potentially unedited sequence is
indicated by double underlining. The longer amino acid sequence reported for the edited 65 (CR5-ND3) mRNA in Tbrucei (Read et al., 1994) is
indicated by bold type and underlining. The first methionine in the LEM 125 sequence is indicated in bold type.

The ORF from the edited G5 sequence has significant
similarity to the ORF derived from the CR5 sequence of
Tbrucei (Read et al., 1994); the alignment has 41% amino
acid matches and a Z value of 10.6 SD units (Kanehisa,
1982). Homology searches against the databases yielded
limited similarity of the G5 amino acid sequence with
NADH dehydrogenase subunit 3 (ND3) sequences, as was
reported previously for the CR5 amino acid sequence
from T.brucei (Read et al., 1994).
The 5' end of the G5 transcript overlaps 51 nucleotides

with the 5' end of the RPS 12 transcript (Maslov et al.,
1992), which is transcribed off the opposite strand.

Partially edited G5 RNAs from the UC strain showed
a limited consensus sequence identical to the 3' end of
the editing domain in edited LEM 125 GS RNA (Figure 9).
A maxicircle-encoded gRNA (gND3-1) that could guide
the editing events in this block was detected by a computer
search of the known maxicircle sequence, and is present
in both LEM 125 and UC strains (Figure 7). The presence
of this maxicircle-encoded gRNA in the UC strain could

account for the correct editing of block I. We show below
that the adjacent upstream gRNA in LEM 125 is minicircle-
encoded and is absent in the UC strain cells due to a lack
of this minicircle class, thereby accounting for the lack
of correct upstream editing in partially edited G5 RNAs
from the UC strain (Figure 9).

Edited transcripts of Gi1- G5 are detected in
LEM125 cells by Northern hybridization analysis
and are not detected in UC cells
The presence of mature edited transcripts for GI1 - G5 in
the UC and LEM 125 strains was tested by Northern blot
hybridization analysis using as probes oligonucleotides
antisense to the edited sequences (Figure 6). Edited tran-
scripts can be detected in kRNA from LEM 125 cells and
not in kRNA from UC cells. The weak signal in the G4
lane migrating ahead of the edited RNA position probably
represents non-specific hybridization. As a control,
edited RPS 12 RNAs were detected in kRNA from both
strains.
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kDNA from both strains (data not shown). This analysis
showed that, with the exception of gG4-III (gLtl9) and
gND3-IX (gB4), the 30 new minicircle-encoded gRNAs
identified are transcribed from LEM 125-specific mini-
circles which are not present in UC strain kDNA.
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Fig. 6. Northern analysis of edited GI -G6 transcripts from the
LEM1 25 and the UC strains. Total kRNA was electrophoresed in
formaldehyde-agarose, blotted and hybridized with labeled
oligonucleotide probes for edited mRNAs. L, LEM125 strain; U, UC
strain. The RPS12 hybridization was included as a control, since
edited transcripts are known to be present in both strains (Maslov
etal., 1992).

Identification of 30 new minicircle-encoded gRNAs
in LEM125 kRNA that are not present in UC kRNA
A previous analysis of a minicircle DNA library from the
UC strain provided evidence for the presence of 16
minicircle-encoded gRNAs (Maslov and Simpson, 1992).
In the present study, gRNA libraries were constructed for
both the UC and LEM 125 strains. The previously identified
16 gRNAs were readily detected in the UC gRNA library,
indicating that the two methods are equivalent in sensitivity
(data not shown). In this study we performed a gRNA
complexity analysis for the LEM125 strain based on the
gRNA library and confirmed the presence of the gRNA
genes in minicircle DNA by Southern hybridization (data
not shown).
As an indication of the completeness of the LEM125

gRNA library, several known UC strain gRNAs (Sturm and
Simpson, 1990; Maslov and Simpson, 1992)-gMURF4-I,
gMURF4-III, gRPS 12-IT, gRPS 12-III, gRPS 12-VII,
gRPS12-VIII, gCOIII-I and gCOUIII-II-were identified
by random selection and sequencing (data not shown).
Oligonucleotide probes for the known gRNAs of the UC
strain were then used for negative selection of the LEM 125
library. A total of 386 clones which did not hybridize
with these probes was sequenced, yielding 32 minicircle-
encoded gRNA sequences for G1-G5 editing (from 192
clones) and two maxicircle-encoded gRNA sequences for
GI -G5 editing (gG4-IV and gND3-I) (Figures IA-5A).
These results are summarized in Table I. The remainder of
the sequenced clones consisted of primer-dimer sequences
(117 clones), and sequences of unknown origin (77 clones).
Of these 'unknown' sequences, 38 clones were found by
computer analysis to represent 17 distinct maxicircle
transcripts, from various regions.
Most of these gRNAs were detected in LEM 125 kRNA

by Northern analysis (Figure 7). The concentration of
several gRNAs-gND8-III, gND8-IX, gND9-II, gND9-V,
gG3-II, gG4-I, gG4-IV, gND3-II and gND3-V RNAs-
was too low to be unambiguously detected by Northern
analysis, and their presence was confirmed by primer
extension sequencing (data not shown). None of these
minicircle-encoded gRNAs was detected in UC kRNA
(Figure 7), with the exceptions of gG4-III (= gLtl 9) and
gND3-IX (= gB4).
The transcription origin of these gRNAs was investi-

gated by Southern blot analysis of total MspI-digested

Identification of the editing roles of two previously
'unassigned' gRNAs
There are two gRNA transcripts in UC kRNA, gLtl9 and
gB4 (Sturm and Simpson, 1991), to which we were
previously not able to assign editing roles, although the
minicircles that encode these transcripts are the highest
abundance minicircles in UC kDNA (Kidane et al., 1984;
Maslov and Simpson, 1992). The homologue of the gLtl9
RNA in LEM125 kRNA is gG4-III, which edits block III
of the G4 transcript. In LEM125, the gG4-III RNA has
the identical sequence to the gLtl9 RNA in the UC strain,
although in the latter an 18 nucleotide 3' extension was
present (Figure 8). This 3' extension in Ltl9 would have
no guiding function for editing of the G4 mRNA. The
gG4-III RNA in LEM 125 cells is -12 times less abundant
in steady state kRNA than the non-functional gLtl9 RNA
in UC cells (Figure 7). The gG4-III minicircle sequence
class was also less abundant in the LEM 125 kDNA
network (113 copies per network of 10 000 minicircles)
than the Ltl9 minicircle in the UC kDNA network (2500
copies per network) (Maslov and Simpson, 1992).
The homologue of the UC strain gB4 RNA is gND3-

IX, which edits the ninth block of the ND3 (G5) transcript.
The gND3-IX RNA is approximately four times more
abundant in steady state kRNA from LEM125 cells than
the gB4 RNA in kRNA from UC cells (Figure 7). The
gND3-IX minicircle template in the LEM125 cells is
present at -1750 copies per network as compared with
the 2980 copies per network for the B4 minicircle in the
UC cells (data not shown).

Analysis of the complete sequences of the LEM125
minicircles encoding the gG4-III and gND3-IX genes
showed total identity with the sequences of the Ltl9 and
B4 minicircles from the UC strain (data not shown).
Similar results were obtained for all homologous minicircle
sequence classes present in both strains (data not shown).
The complete minicircle sequences will be published
elsewhere.

New maxicircle-encoded gRNAs
By a computer search of the maxicircle genome with the
LEM125 G1-G5 mature edited RNA sequences, five
additional putative maxicircle-encoded gRNAs were iden-
tified (gND9-XIV, gG3-I, gG3-II, gG4-IV and gND3-I)
as shown in Figures 2A-5A. The existence of these
gRNA transcripts in both LEM125 kRNA and UC kRNA
was confirmed by Northem blot analysis and primer
extension sequencing (data not shown).

Several maxicircle-encoded gRNAs (gRPS 12-VI, gG4-
IV, gND3-I, gCYb-I and gMURF2-II) were detected in
the 421 sequenced clones from the LEM 125 gRNA library.
In one case, a maxicircle sequence encoding a potential
gRNA overlapping editing sites 111-116 of ND8 (gND8-
XIII) was identified by computer analysis, but no evidence
for the existence of this gRNA was obtained by Northern
hybridization or primer extension sequencing.
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Fig. 7. Northern blot hybridization analysis of the presence of gRNAs for editing of GI -G5 in UC and LEM125 strain kinetoplast RNA. Total
kinetoplast RNA was electrophoresed in formaldehyde-agarose, blotted and hybridized with labeled oligonucleotide probes for each gRNA. U, UC
strain; L, LEM125 strain.

gLtl9 (UC) (5') cuuaaauaacauccagcaaaacgcaaugugguugaagugaaaaauauauaucucuacuguaaauuaaag... (3')
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111

gG4-IH (LEM125) (5') cuuaaauaacauccagcaaaacgcaaugugguugaagugaaaaauauauau... (3')

Fig. 8. The gLtl9 RNA from the UC strain has the identical sequence to the gG4-III RNA from the LEMI 25 strain, but has an extra 18 nucleotides
at the 3' end (underlined).

Mis-editing of G5 transcripts in UC strain
The maxicircle-encoded gRNA transcript involved in
editing the first block of ND3 (G5), gND3-I, was detected
in both strains (Figure 7). This is consistent with the
observed proper editing of block I of G5 RNA in the UC
strain, as mentioned above. Since the adjacent upstream
gRNA is minicircle-encoded in LEM125 and is absent in
the UC strain, the occurrence of incorrect editing in UC
G5 RNAs upstream of block I is explainable in terms of
the mis-editing hypothesis of Sturm et al. (1992), as shown
diagrammatically in Figure 9A. Two specific examples of
mis-editing by non-cognate gRNAs are shown in Figure 9B
for one cDNA sequence. A maxicircle-encoded gRNA
which normally mediates editing of block IV of G4 can

hybridize to the correctly edited block I sequence, and
this gRNA in turn creates an anchor sequence for a gRNA
which normally mediates the editing of block IV of
MURF4. Additional examples of G5 mis-editing are

presented elsewhere (Maslov et al., 1994a).

Redundant gRNAs also occur in Leishmania
tarentolae
The presence of extensively overlapping gRNAs is a

feature of RNA editing in Tbrucei (Corell et al., 1993;
Riley et al., 1994), presumably due to the extremely large
minicircle-encoded gRNA repertoire in that species. Such
'redundant' gRNAs have not previously been observed in
an analysis of the complete gRNA repertoire of the
UC strain of L.tarentolae (Maslov and Simpson, 1992).

However, one example of two redundant gRNA sequences
occurs in the LEM 125 strain: gND3-IIIa and gND3-IIIb
(Figure 10). As shown in the Northern analysis in Figure 7,
both of the gRNAs are present in LEM 125 kRNA and
are absent in UC kRNA. The gND3-IIIa RNA has a

relatively lower abundance compared with the gND3-IIIb
RNA (Figure 7).

Discussion
We have obtained information on the mechanism of the
loss of RNA editing capacity that occurs during prolonged
culture of kinetoplastid protozoa. This was accomplished
by a comparative analysis of RNA editing in two strains
of L.tarentolae which differ in the geographical origin
and length of time maintained in culture. We have shown
that apparently productive pan-editing of the transcripts
of the GI -G5 cryptogenes occurs in the recently isolated
LEM 125 strain (Wallbanks et al., 1985) and not in the
UC strain which has been maintained in culture for over

55 years (Parrot and Foley, 1939).
There is no evidence that these strains are isogenic, and

in fact they were previously shown to have polymorphisms
in the divergent region of the maxicircle and to differ in
several chromosomal bands on pulsed field gel analysis
(Gomez-Eichelmann et al., 1988). However, the divergent
region is known to undergo rapid changes (Muhich et al.,
1985) and chromosomal polymorphisms have also been
documented to occur in cultures of L.tarentolae (Rovai
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Fig. 9. Mis-editing of G5 transcripts in UC strain. (A) Diagrammatic representation of correct editing of block I in both strains by a maxicircle-
encoded gRNA (gND3-I) and incorrect editing of the upstream sequences in the UC strain due to an absence of the cognate minicircle-encoded
gRNA(s). (B) Example of one partially edited G5 RNA from the UC strain which has correct editing of block I and mis-editing of upstream
sequence due to the sequential actions of two non-cognate, misguiding gRNAs. The correctly edited block I is boxed, and the gRNAs are shown
above and below the edited RNA sequences. The mature edited LEM125 G5 sequence and the cognate gRNAs are shown for comparison. (LEM)
LEM125 edited G5, (UC) UC mis-edited G5.
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Fig. 10. Redundant gRNAs in L.tarentolae LEM 125. A second gRNA (gND3-IIIa) for the editing of block III of G5 (ND3) is shown. (A) Alignment
of the two redundant gRNAs, showing the difference in primary sequences. The anchor sequences of both gRNAs are indicated by underlined bold
characters. (B) Alignment of the gND3-IIIa RNA with the cognate edited mRNA sequence, showing that it contains identical editing information to
gND3-IIIb.

et al., 1992). However, the fact that the normally highly
polymorphic (Simpson et al., 1987) G-rich maxicircle
sequences, GI -G5, are nearly identical in sequence, and
the fact that homologous minicircle classes in both strains
share perfect sequence identity provide evidence for the
close relatedness of these strains.

Editing of the G3 and G5 transcripts in the LEM 125
strain may, however, not be complete. In the case of G3,
there is an unusual pattem of deletions at the 5' end of
the editing domain encompassing an unedited G-rich

sequence. This may represent a situation in which one or

more 5' terminal gRNAs have already been lost during
the relatively short culture history of the LEM125 strain,
or are not present in this stage of the life cycle. Likewise,
the 5' terminal portion of edited G5 RNA includes an

unedited G-rich sequence, and neither an in-frame AUG
methionine nor an AUA isoleucine putative translation
initiation codon is created by the identified editing events.
The major defect in the UC strain appears to be in the

minicircle-encoded gRNA repertoire, as a result of the
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loss of several minicircle sequence classes. At least 30
minicircle-encoded gRNA genes for the editing ofG I - G5,
which are present in the LEM125 strain, are absent in
the UC strain (Table I), producing a set of 'pseudo-
cryptogenes' (Maslov and Simpson, 1992), the transcripts
of which are not productively edited into translatable
mRNAs. A complete set of overlapping gRNAs has not
been obtained for any of the five cryptogenes in LEM 125,
such as has been found for the MURF4 and RPS 12
cryptogenes in the UC strain (Maslov and Simpson, 1992).
But sufficient gRNAs have been identified for each gene
to make it likely that a more extensive search could result
in the detection of complete sets of overlapping gRNAs,
to account for the observed mature edited sequences
of G1-G5.
The discovery of two completely overlapping gRNAs

mediating the editing of block III of G5 in the LEM 125
strain indicates that gRNA redundancy is not limited to
the salivarian trypanosomes (Corell et al., 1993; Riley
et al., 1994). The extent of this phenomenon, however, is
greater in the trypanosomes. In fact, extensive gRNA
redundancy in L.tarentolae would have limited or even
prevented the disruption in editing caused by the loss
of specific gRNAs, as apparently has occurred in the
UC strain.

Maxicircle-encoded gRNA genes are present and tran-
scribed in both strains, leading to the situation observed
for G5 shown in Figure 9, in which the first editing block
is correctly edited in both strains due to the presence of
a maxicircle-encoded gRNA (gND3-I). The subsequent
upstream blocks are edited correctly in the LEM 125 strain
but are mis-edited in the UC strain due to the lack of the
adjacent minicircle-encoded gRNAs (Figure 9, and Maslov
et al., 1994a). We speculate that the missing minicircle
sequence classes in the UC strain, which encode GI -G5
gRNAs, were rendered functionless in editing and were
lost by mis-segregation at kinetoplast division. This would
provide a mechanism for the loss of minicircles for the
editing of G1-G5 that seems to have occurred in the
UC strain.

However, two minicircle sequence classes containing
genes for such non-functional gRNAs are still present in
the UC strain: Ltl9 and B4 (Maslov and Simpson, 1992).
It is interesting that these minicircles represent the most
abundant sequence classes in the UC strain, whereas the
Ltl9 homologue (the gG4-III minicircle) in LEM125 is
22-fold less abundant and the B4 homologue (the gND3-
IX minicircle) is approximately half as abundant as in the
UC strain. Furthermore, the gLtl9 RNA from the UC
strain has an additional transcribed 18 nucleotides at the
3' end (Figure 8) which could not mediate correct editing,
suggesting that 3' end processing has been affected in this
gRNA, possibly as a result of the lack of an editing
function.
The striking differences in relative abundance of specific

sequence classes in the two strains may be a result of the
apparently stochastic nature of the segregation of daughter
minicircles in dividing cells. Selective amplification of
specific sequence classes, as is suggested to occur when
cells are subjected to stress ('transkinetoplastidy') (Lee
et al., 1992, 1994), may also give rise to differences in
minicircle copy numbers.
The hypothesis for the loss of minicircle-encoded

gRNAs during prolonged culture implies that the L tarentolae
cells in culture, which presumably represent the insect
stage of the life cycle, do not require functional GI -G5
protein products. The three identified protein products-
ND8 (G I), ND9 (G2) and ND3 (G5) (Souza et al.,
1992, 1993; Read et al., 1994)-represent components of
complex I of the respiratory chain. An absence of complex
I involvement in the respiratory chain has been reported
for procyclic Tbrucei (Hill and Cross, 1973), and for
culture forms of Trypanosoma cruzi (Denicola-Seoane
et al., 1992) and Cfasciculata (Sloof et al., 1994). In
addition, the complete editing of ND7, ND8 and ND9
maxicircle transcripts in Tbrucei (Souza et al., 1992,
1993; Read etal., 1994) is limited to bloodstream forms
which lack complex IV respiration. We have preliminary
evidence that the respiration of UC strain L.tarentolae
cells is completely insensitive to the complex I inhibitor,
rotenone, and that the respiration of LEM125 cells is
somewhat sensitive to this inhibitor (data not shown),
suggesting a partial involvement of complex I respiration
in the latter. It is entirely possible that editing of the
complex I subunits is also regulated in Leishmania, and
that cells lacking the ability to edit these mRNAs due to
loss of gRNA genes will be incapable of completing the
life cycle in the animal host. In order to study this question
in the case of L.tarentolae, it will be necessary to reproduce
the entire life cycle in the laboratory, which has not yet
been achieved.

In conclusion, we have shown that RNA editing in
L.tarentolae is a labile genetic trait which can be readily
disrupted by prolonged culture. This finding has implica-
tions for the loss of the capacity to go through the entire
parasitic life cycle that frequently occurs with cultured
trypanosomatids. It may also shed light on the process by
which pan-edited cryptogenes are thought to have been
substituted with partially edited or fully edited mRNAs
several times in the evolution of the kinetoplastids
(Landweber, 1992; Maslov et al., 1994; Simpson and
Maslov, 1994).

Materials and methods
Cell cultivation, isolation of mitochondria and nucleic acid
isolation
LEM 125 represents one of a series of stocks of L.tarentolae isolated in
1985 from geckos and in 1982 from a sandfly in southern France by
Rioux (Wallbanks et al., 1985). We obtained frozen stabilates of these
stocks from Dr G.Holtz in 1987. Five of these stocks (LEM87, LEMi 15,
LEM 124, LEM 125 and LEM306) were analysed and shown to have
similar kinetoplast DNA restriction digest profiles in acrylamide gels,
and were therefore classified as comprising schizodeme B of L. tarentolae,
as compared with schizodeme A, which contains several derivatives
(UC, T and K strains) of the L.tarentolae TarII strain, a 1939 Algerian
gecko isolate of Parrot (Parrot and Foley, 1939; Gomez-Eichelmann
et al., 1988). The schizodeme A and schizodeme B strains also differ in
having different nutritional requirements, several polymorphisms in
the divergent region of the maxicircle and a few polymorphisms in
chromosome profiles on pulsed field gels, but are basically very similar
(Gomez-Eichelmann et al., 1988).
To obtain a clonal line from the LEM 125 stock and avoid the possible

problem of population heterogeneity (Gomez-Eichelmann etal., 1988),
cells were plated onto 0.8% agar plates containing BHI (Difco), 10 ,ug/
ml hemin, 5% heat inactivated calf serum and I X BME amino acids
supplement (BRL). Visible colonies appeared after several days and
several were selected for re-cloning. One re-cloned line was selected for
this project. Cells were maintained frozen in 10% glycerol and used to
initiate cultures on an approximately bimonthly basis.
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The UC strain cells were cultivated in brain heart infusion medium
(BHI, Difco) supplemented with 10 ,ug/ml hemin (Braly et al., 1974).
The LEM125 cells were cultivated in BHI-hemin supplemented with
5% fetal calf serum (Gemini Bioproducts, inactivated by heating for
40 min at 54°C) and Ix BME amino acids (BRL).

Mitochondrial fractions were prepared from mid- to late-log phase
cells by flotation in Renografin density gradients as described (Braly et al.,
1974; Simpson, 1979). kRNA was extracted from purified mitochondria
(Simpson and Simpson, 1978), and kinetoplast DNA networks were
purified from stationary cell cultures by sedimentation through a caesium
chloride step gradient (Simpson, 1979).

Oligonucleotides
Oligonucleotide primers for PCR amplification, hybridization and primer
extension assays were synthesized by standard phosphoramidite methods
and purified by thin layer chromatography. The following oligonucleo-
tides were utilized in this study.

G-rich region-specific, unedited primers. The corresponding positions in
the L.tarentolae maxicircle sequence (GenBank entry LEIKPMAX) are
given in parentheses. Underlined sequences represent the added 5'
restriction sites.
S-662: GTTT7TCGGAAGGAGGGATCGGACC (ND8, 2353-2377);
S-360: GCCGAATTCTAATCAAATATACTTC (ND8, 2640-2624)
EcoRI;
S-365: GGCGAATTFCCT1-GCAAATTGGAC (ND9, 2684-2700)
EcoRI;
S-297: TAAGGGATCCGATGTTTAAGTTTCGG (ND9, 2960-2985)
BamHI;
S-663: GAAAGGAGAGGACAGTCTTAAGG (G3, 8459-8481);
S-361: GCCGAATTCl-l-lTATATGTGTGTAC (G3, 8614-8598) EcoRI;
S-364: CGGGAATTCTTTCCGTCTCGCCTT (G4, 12888-12903)
EcoRI;
S-664: TTTTAATTTAATCTTAT'TTTTATACTTTG (G4, 13131-13102);
S-665: ATTTGTATTTTATAACAAGCATAATAG (G5, 14401-14428);
S-314: TATGGATCCACGCATTTATAATTTAT (G5, 14683-14665)
BamHI.

G-rich region-specific, edited primers.
S-726: CTAAACAAAACACAAATAAAAATC ND8
S-764: GGCAATACAACAACAAAATAACAAAAAAC ND8
S-910: AATATACTTCTCGTGATACAC ND8
S-919: TGCGTAATGGCGTCTGTTGG ND8
S-928: CATGGCAATACAACAACAAAATAAC ND8
S-955: GCATACAAAAACCACAATAAATCC ND8
S-969: CdUACdUACdUACdUATGCGTAATGGCGTCTGTTGG ND8
S-767: AAAAACTATATTGCAAAATTGGAAAAACACAA ND9
S-768: CAACAATATCTTCACATAACATACAAAAATTC ND9
S-908: C'I-l-l'-l-l-l-ITITCCAACAAAAAATCAATC ND9
S-9 1: TTAATTTTATAGACAGATTCAT ND9
S-918: CAAAACCAAACAAATCAAAAAC ND9
S-953: ATTAAl-TTTATAGACAGATTCATAAC ND9
S-954: CGCATAACTACAAAAAAATAAACTAAAAC ND9
S-989: ATTAAAAAATAAAAACATCAC ND9
S-992: CdUACdUACdUACdUACAAAAAATAAAAAAAAACAC

ND9
S-765: CTCAAATATAATAAAATAAATGATAAAATC G3
S-766: TAAAATCATAATCTGGTCCCCCAACCATAA G3
S-909: TITTAATATCGAAAACTCAAAT G3
S-920: TCATAATCTGGTCCCCCAACCAT G3
S-993: CdUACdUACdUACdUAGATAAAATCATAATCTGGT G3
S-769: AAATTAAAATACAAAACGTCATACAAAAA G4
S-770: GAAACACAAATATAAATAACATCCAAC G4
S-887: TAAAAAATAAAATAAACATCACAAACAAC G4
S-903: CAAAAAACAACATAAACAAAAATTC G4
S-927: CCACAAAAAACAAAAAACAACATAAAC G4
S-952: 1T-1AAAATAATCCAATTAAAATTAAAAT G4
S-990: AAACACTATACAATCAAAAC G4
S-1022: AACACACAAATCAAATAAAC G4
S-1042: CACTATACAATCAAAACACAAC G4
S-1043: CdUACdUACdUACdUACAACAAAATCACAACATAAC G4
S-771: AAAAAAAAAATAAAAACAAACAGTACACAG ND3
S-772: TCCAAAATAACAAAAATACAAAACAAAACC ND3
S-881: CTATTT7ATTAAAAATTAATAAAAAAAAAATAAAAAC ND3
S-882: CdUACdUACdUACdUAAACAGTACACAGAATC ND3
S-886: CACCACAACTATTAAAAATAAAATITAAACC ND3
S-900: AAGAGAATACACTATTTATTAA ND3

S-907: GGAATAAAACATAACAAAAC
S-914: TAAACAAATCGTGAATTCATGTC
S-926: CAACGAAAACAATCAAAAAAATGC.

ND3
ND3
ND3

Guide RNA library primers and oligo(dT) primer.
S-399: CGCGGATCCt'lit I itt tlt itt itt itt It BamHI
S-499: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAT
S-502: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAC
S-503: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAG
S-581: GACTCGAGTCGACATCG(A)18
S-584: TCGCGAGCTAGCACTAGT(C)12
S-708: CAdUCAdUCAdUCAdUTCGCGAGCTAGCACTAGT
S-709: CdUACdUACdUACdUAGACTCGAGTCGACATCGA

Guide RNA-specific primers.
(Mc: maxicircle encoded gRNA; mc: minicircle encoded gRNA.)
S-1089: CATCTATGTTCTATCTAGCT gND8-I (mc)
S-1090: AGATCGTTGTTCTATGCTAT gND8-II (mc)
S- 1 146: ATGTATTTATACGCACGTAA gND8-IH (mc)
S-1091: AGATGACATTCTTTGTTATC gND8-IV (mc)
S-1147: CCACTGTGGTCTTTGTATG gND8-VI (mc)
S-1148: ATTCTCCAATGTGCTC gND8-VII (mc)
S-1092: ATCTTTATCGATGCAACTTA gND8-IX (mc)
S-1093: ATGTTAATATCTGTGTTCAT gND8-X (mc)
S-1094: TATTTACCTCTACATGCACT gND8-XII (mc)
S-1209: ATTCGTTCATAA1T17=ATT gND8-XIII (mc)
S-1149: AATrATTCCGTGTCATGTTT gND9-H (mc)
S-1095: ACGTATACTATACAAGACA gND9-III (mc)
S-1150: TATCGATTTCCCTITCACGTA gND9-V (mc)
S-1096: ATAACTATTCACATCACCTC gND9-VI (mc)
S-1097: ACTTGATTTlATTCTCTGTG gND9-VII (mc)
S-1152: ATCATATATl--'CGAACTCG gND9-VIII (mc)
S-1153: TCTAGTAATTATGCGT gND9-IX (mc)
S-1098: TCTATTCTTTAACCTATGAT gND9-XII (mc)
S-1130: TTATATCATAAATAAGCTTT gND9-XIV (Mc)
S-1325: AAATTTTATTATATTC gG3-I (Mc)
S-1326: AAATTAGATl-TT-ATTATTT gG3-II (Mc)
S-1296: TTGTAAATTATTTTAFTCCT gG3-III (mc)
S- 1 154: ACATl-T-GCACTCTAAT'Tl gG4-I (mc)
S-1 155: TATCACTTATATCCATGTTT gG4-II (mc)
S-303: TATlT-TTCACTTCAACCACA gG4-IIIgLtI9 (mc)
S-906: TTATTATTATTTATAATAC gG4-IV (Mc)
S-1099: TATACTATCTCTTATCCTCT gG4-V (mc)
S- 1156: TTCAACCCTCTACTTTAAAT gG4-VI (mc)
S-1100: TAAATGTTTACCTCTTTGCC gG4-VIII (mc)
S- 1 157: CTATCT'TTTTCCTCTCATTT gG4-IX (mc)
S-1211: AATGCTCTCTCTATTTACCG gG4-X (mc)
S- l lO I: TATTCTATTCTTGCTTCTTC gG4-XIV (mc)
S-880: TATTTATTTCTATTTCCTTT gND3-I (Mc)
S-11 17: CAGCCTACAATTTGTGTAGA gND3-H (mc)
S- 1159: ATATAATTrCACTITT7GTATTG gND3-IH (mc)
S-1102: TATCGATTTAATl--'ATCC gND3-V (mc)
S-1160: ACTCTATTACGCTCTGTTAC gND3-VI (mc)
S-3 13: AATGTTTGTTATATTTCTCT gND3-IX/gB4 (mc).

PCR amplification of partially edited and 5' edited G1- G5
transcripts
The partially edited and 5' edited RNAs were PCR-amplified from
cDNAs synthesized with purified LEM125 kRNA using the appropriate
3' primers, as described previously (Maslov et al., 1992). To obtain the
5' edited segments of the GI -G5 transcripts, cDNA molecules were
synthesized with edited primers S-928 (Gl-ND8), S-989 (G3-ND9), S-
765 (G3), S-1042 (G4) and S-881 (G5-ND3), dG-tailed with TdT as
described in the 'Guide RNA library' section, and PCR-amplified with
the primers S-584/S-708 and S-969 (G1-ND8), S-992 (G2-ND9), S-993
(G3), S-1043 (G4) and S-882 (G5-ND3). The RT-PCR products were
gel-purified and cloned using the CloneAmp system (BRL) and DH5Sa
Library Efficiency Cells (BRL).

DNA sequencing
Plasmid DNA was extracted by a minilysate boiling method (Sambrook
et al., 1989) from a 1.5 ml bacterial culture in LB medium supplemented
with 100 jig/ml ampicillin. Plasmid DNA was sequenced with the
Sequenase version 2.0 kit (USB), using [a-32P]dATP, following the
manufacturer's instructions.
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5' mapping of the gRNAs
5' end-labeled primer extension oligonucleotide (1.5 pmol) and 5 ,ug
kRNA were denatured at 65°C for 5 min and annealed at 40-500C
(according to the Tm of the primer), for 5 min. Elongation-termination
reactions were performed at the appropriate temperature for 30 min,
using a 3:1 molar ratio of dideoxynucleotides and deoxynucleotides and
AMV reverse transcriptase (20 U) (Promega). The extension products
were analysed by electrophoresis on 8% polyacrylamide-8 M urea.

Northern and Southern blot analysis
kRNA (5 ,ug) was fractionated by electrophoresis in formaldehyde-
agarose (1.5%) and blotted onto nylon filters (S&S Nytran, 0.2 gim)
(Shaw et al., 1988; Blum et al., 1990). The filters were hybridized with
5' end-labelled oligonucleotides (sp. act. _108 c.p.m./gg).
kDNA (5 ,ug) digested with MspI was fractionated in 1% agarose and

blotted onto a nylon membrane (Magna NT, MSI). The blots were
hybridized with 5' end-labelled oligonucleotides (sp. act. 108 c.p.m./gg).

Guide RNA library
The method of cloning gRNA transcripts from both the UC and LEM] 25
strains involved cDNA synthesis, addition of a homopolymer tail and
PCR amplification. To prime cDNA synthesis on the oligo(U)-tailed
gRNA, 250 pmol of the oligonucleotides, S-499, S-502 and S-503, were
annealed to gel-isolated gRNA for 5-10 min at 65°C and 15 min at
4°C. cDNA synthesis was performed with SuperScript II RNase H-
reverse transcriptase (BRL) (1000 U) for 30 min at 12°C and 1 h at
37°C. The cDNA products were purified by electrophoresis on 15%
polyacrylamide-8 M urea gels, phenol-chloroform-extracted and eth-
anol-precipitated. The terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) reac-
tion was performed with 25 U of TdT (Boehringer), 1 ,uM dGTP for 30
min at 37°C. The T-tailed DNA was phenol-chloroform-extracted, and
purified through BioGel P-4 (Bio-Rad) spin columns in 10 mM Tris-HCI,
pH 8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA. The PCR reaction mixture for the UC cDNA
contained 2 pmol of primers S-581 and S-584, 200 pmol of primers S-
708 and S-709, 20 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.3, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 25 mM
KCI, 0.05% Tween 20, 100 gg/ml bovine serum albumin, 50 pM of
each dNTP and 5 U of AmpliTaq DNA polymerase. The PCR conditions
were 5 min at 95°C, followed by 30 cycles at 95°C for 1 min, 50°C for
1 min and 72°C for I min.
The gRNA library from LEM125 was PCR-amplified using the 'Hot-

Start' PCR technique. The lower mixture contained 5 ,ul lOx PCR buffer
(50mM KCI, 10mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.3,5 mM MgCl2), 10 ul lOX dNTP
mixture (2.5 mM each dNTP) and the primers as described above, in a
final volume of 50 ,ul. The upper mixture contained: 5 p1 lOX PCR
buffer, I g1 AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (Boehringer, 5 U/ml) and the
dG-tailed cDNA, in a final volume of 50 pl. The amplification regime
was as follows: 94°C, 5 min; five cycles of 94°C, 30 s, 25°C, 1 min
and 65°C, 2 min; and 30 cycles of 94°C, 30 s, 50°C, 1 min and 72°C,
1 min. Gel-purified PCR products were cloned using the CloneAmp
system (BRL) and DHSa Library Efficiency Cells (BRL).

In a control experiment, the gRNA library prepared from UC kRNA
was screened with a mixture of oligonucleotides specific to 16 gRNA
species already identified in that strain: eight gRNAs for RPS 12 mRNA,
six for MURF4 and two for COIII (Maslov and Simpson, 1992). Fifty
positive clones were selected at random and sequenced. Fourteen of
these gRNA species were identified in this selection, represented by one
to 10 clones each, suggesting that this gRNA library was complete.
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Note added in proof
02e EMBL nucleotide sequence databank accession numbers are: ND8
(Gl), Z37535; ND9 (G2), Z37536; G3, Z37537; G4, Z37538; ND3
(G5), Z37539.
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